100 SECONDS ‘TIL MIDNIGHT
THE COMING TRIBULATION
AND HOW TO AVOID IT

OCTOBER 17, 2021
The Coming Tribulation and How to Avoid It

• Revelation 1:3 (NIV84) — 3 Blessed is the one who reads the words of this prophecy, and blessed are those who hear it and take to heart what is written in it, because the time is near.
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• The First Seal: White Horse Rider -- Anti-Christ
  • A Crown
  • A Bow
  • A Conqueror

• The 2nd Seal – Red Horse Rider -- War
  • Peace Taken From The Earth
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• The 3\textsuperscript{rd} Seal – Black Horse Rider -- Famine
  • Food Becomes Scarce

• The 4\textsuperscript{th} Seal – Pale Horse Rider Death
  • 1/4 Of Earth Killed By:
    • Sword
    • Famine
    • Plague
    • Wild Beasts
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• The 5th Seal -- Martyrdom
  • Many Will Be Saved During Tribulation.
  • They Will Pay A Price Of Their Own Blood

• The Martyr’s Call For Judgment
  • “How Long Will We Wait For Your Judgment?”
  • They Are Given White Robes
  • Told To Wait Until Their Number Is Complete
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The 6th Seal -- Creation’s Convulsions

• **Read:** Rev. 6:12-17
• Great Earthquake
• Sun Turned Dark
• Stars Fall To Earth
• Sky Recedes
• Mountains And Islands Are Removed
• Men Call Out For Mountains To Fall On Them
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**The 7th Seal – The 7 Trumpets**

- Rev 8:1-5
- Prayers Of Saints Answered
- ½ Hour Of Silence In Heaven
- Thunder and Lightning
- Rumbling and Earthquakes
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*The Trumpet Blasts Have Three Purposes:*

• (1) To Warn That Judgment Is Certain

• (2) To Call The Forces To Battle

• (3) To Announce The Return Of The Messiah.
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• The Prayers Of The Saints Are Kept in Heaven

• They Will Be Offered Before The Lord

• They Will Be Answered !!!
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1st Trumpet – 1/3rd Plant Life Burned Up – Agricultural Judgment

- Rev 8:7
- Hail & Fire Mixed With Blood
- 1/3 Of Earth Burned Up
- 1/3 Of Trees & Grass Burned Up
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2nd Trumpet – The Seas Become Blood – Judgment on the Seas

• Rev 8:8,9
• Huge Burning Mountain-like Mass Thrown Into Sea
• 1/3 Of Sea Into Blood
• 1/3 Of Sea Life Dies
• 1/3 Of Ships Destroyed
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The 3rd Trumpet – Fresh Water Turned Bitter

- Rev 8:10,11
- Blazing Torch Falls From Sky. [A Star Called Wormwood (Bitterness)]
- It Pollutes:
  - 1/3 Of Rivers
  - 1/3 Of Fresh Water
  - Many Die Because Of Polluted Water
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4th Trumpet – The Attack Of Darkness – Judgment of Sun, Moon, Stars

- Rev 8:12,13
- 1/3 Of Sun, Moon, Stars Turn Dark
- 1/3 Of Daytime w/o Light
- 1/3 Of Night w/o Light
- Woe - Warning Of Next Three Trumpets
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• Jesus Is The Light Of The World

• Men Choose Darkness And Get Their Desire

• The Eagle - Proclaims 3 Woes:

• Things Are Going To Get Worse
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5th Trumpet: Fallen Star And Plague Of Locusts

• Rev 9:1-6

• Star Falls From Sky To Earth

• Abyss Is Opened — Smoke Comes Out Like Furnace.

• Out Of Smoke Come Stinging Locusts,

• Locusts Sting Like Scorpions — Torture Man For 5 Months.

• Men Seek Death But Won't Find It.
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*The Abyss*

- It Is A Deep Place – It’s Bottomless
- Demons Dread The Abyss
- The Beast Comes From The Abyss
- Satan Will Be Chained In The Abyss
- Fallen Angels Are Bound In The Abyss
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*The Locusts & Their Leader*

- Leader’s Name: “Destroyer”
- Locusts Given Power To Torture Man
- Torture Lasts For Five Months.
- Men Will Long For Death
- Death Will Elude Them.
- The Worst Is Yet To Come !!!
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The 6th Trumpet – 4 Angels Of Euphrates River

- Rev 9:13-19
- A Voice From Horns Of God's Altar.
- 4 Angels Released.
- Angels Gather 1/3 Of Mankind
- Battle of Armageddon
- Fire, Smoke, Sulfur
- Kill 1/3 Of Mankind
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The Four Angels Released:

- **Distinct Place** - Euphrates River
- **Distinct Period** - Prepared For The Hour
- **Distinct Purpose** - Slay 1/3 Of Human Race
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_The Fearful Army_

Number Of The Army - 200,000,000

Nature Of The Army – Demonically Energized!
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• THEY STILL DO NOT REPENT!
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7th Trumpet -- The Bowls Of God’s Wrath

• Bowls Of Wrath = “Pouring Out Rapidly The Contents”

• When Bowls Are Emptied God’s Wrath Will Be Finished
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1st Bowl—Sores On Those With The Mark

- Rev 16:1,2

- Ugly Painful Sores On Those With The Mark
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2nd Bowl – Everything In The Sea Dies

• Rev 16:3

• Sea Turns Into Blood

• Every Living Thing In Sea Dies
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3rd Bowl – Fresh Water Becomes Blood

- Rev 16:4-7

- Rivers & Waters Turned To Blood

- As Punishment For Slaughtering Christians Mankind Will Drink Blood
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4th Bowl – Sun Scorches People With Fire

• Rev 16:8,9

• Sun Given Power To Scorch

• People Seared By Intense Heat & Fire

• The People Curse God
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5th Bowl – World Plunged Into Darkness

- Rev 16:10-11
- Wrath Poured Out On Throne Of Beast
- Kingdom Plunged Into Darkness
- Men Gnaw Tongues In Agony
- Refuse To Repent
- They Curse God Because Of Pain And Sores
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*The 6th Bowl -- Armageddon*

- Rev 16:12-16
- Euphrates River Dries Up
- Kings Of The East Cross.
- Dragon, Beast, Prophet Gather All Armies To Fight At Armageddon.
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*The 7th Bowl – It Is Done!*

- "It Is Done"
- Great Lightening, Rumbling, Earthquake
- Babylon Split In 3 Parts.
- Cities Of Nations Collapse
- Islands & Mountains Lost
- 100 Lb. Hailstones
- Men Curse God
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What To Do In The Light Of All Of This:

1) Stay Close To Jesus
2) Stay Close To Christians
3) Straighten Out Your Priorities.
4) Get Ready To Leave Now
5) Tell Others About Jesus Now
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• *Do Everything You Can To Avoid The Time Of Tribulation*

• *Avoid*—in this context-- *means* to stay away from -- to miss out on -- to not go through

• *We should take every opportunity we have to avoid the tribulation*
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• Who Should Avoid It? Everyone
• What Should Be Avoided? The Coming Time Of Trouble
• Why Should They Avoid It? The Worst Time Every
• When Should It Be Avoided? Today
• The Day Of Salvation Is Today -- Tomorrow Could Be Too Late

• How Can It Be Avoided? Jesus Provides A Way To To Escape The Coming Time Of Tribulation
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• This Is Time To Repent And Return To God
• We Cannot Do This Alone -- We Need Jesus!

• There Is Hope Today
• Jesus Warned Us -- To Keep Us From It.

• There Is Still Time For Everyone Today.
• There Is Still Time For Friends And Family.
• But We May Be Living On Borrowed Time.